AMMISSIONELM PORTAL
HOW TO REGISTER
Register to the AMMISSIONELM PORTAL

The portal is available in Italian
ammissionelm.adm.unipi.it

Access to the web Portal

Admission to Master's Degree Programmes

Click here to apply/modify your admission request.
Personal data check
Please check your personal data. If not updated, please click on "Modifica dati anagrafici".
Enter your phone and email details for urgent communications.

Choose Master's Degree Programme
Please enter Degree Programme, Study programme and Italian Degree class.
If the degree programme is not listed below, please contact the Secretariat or email to ammissionelm@unipi.it

Personal data check
Please check your personal data. If not updated, please click on "Modifica dati anagrafici".
Enter your phone and email details for urgent communications.

Choose Master's Degree Programme
Please enter Degree Programme, Study programme and Italian Degree class.
If the degree programme is not listed below, please contact the Secretariat or email to ammissionelm@unipi.it
Enrollment options

To be currently enrolled in another Italian degree programme
To have enrolled in the above mentioned degree programme

ATTENZIONE:
Per iscriversi tra le pagine della domanda utilizzate esclusivamente la barra di avanzamento o i pulsanti “AVANTI” e “INDIETRO” sottostanti.

Statements

For the admission to a Master’s Degree Programme, you are required to declare what follows:

1. To be aware that the Unipi credentials assigned during registration to the website www.studenti.unipi.it provide the access to the Unipi network and facilities
2. To comply with the Regolamento per l’accesso ai servizi di rete (Unipi regulations for network use), with the current laws and GARR Acceptable Use Policy (www.garr.it/docs/garr-b-aup.shtml) and in particular to the user obligations stated in art 42 of the above Regolamento per l’accesso ai servizi di rete.
3. To have read the Academic Senate Resolution “Procedure e Termini” for a.y. 2020/2021
4. To have read the Regolamento sulla contribuzione degli studenti (Regulations on university tuition fees) for a.y. 2020-2021

(*) Compulsory obligations

(**) Mandatory parts
Required documents for the admission request

Upload the self-certification of the university degree and the exams taken to be annexed to the admission request (download the facsimile)

Other documents to be upload for admission request assessment (Foreign Language proficiency certificate, self-certification of exams taken in other degree programmes...)

The undersigned declares that all annexed documents are certified copies of the original

Admission request confirmation

All relevant data have been inserted
For check or correction click on INDIORE
Click on CONFERMA to complete the procedure and forward it to the Segretaria Studenti
After confirming it is not allowed to modify your data
Welcome

Academic year: / Admission to: / Reference number:

At the moment your admission request is: Under check by the Secretariat

For information or questions please email to: admissionelm@unipi.it

Information on admission procedure (academic year 2020/2021)

Your admission request will undergo:
1. administrative check by the Segreteria Studenti that may ask to change unreadable or uncertified annexes
2. the assessment by the Degree Programme Council

After the relevant resolutions, the enrollment will be completed with first instalment payment by 31 December 2020 or submitting the relevant documentation for exemption (the receipt of DSU scholarship application under the procedure and terms of the call https://www.dsu.toscana.it or medical certificate for disability equal or above 66% or handicap under art. 3 Italian Law no. 104/1992 uploaded on Alice Portal).

If the university qualification has been obtained abroad all relevant documents should be included under the provisions of the Ministry for University and Research "PROCEDURES FOR ENTRY, RESIDENCY AND ENROLMENT AT HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS in ITALY a.y. 2020/2021".

For further information please email to: internazionale@unipi.it.

If the assessment of your curriculum and your personal specific requirements have not been stated by the 14 December 2020, your enrollment will be completed within 15 days from the resolution communication.
SEE YOU SOON IN PISA!

For technical assistance on the portal: ammissionelm@unipi.it

For info about enrollment procedure and bureaucratic issues: wis@unipi.it